Overview of the App Interface

- **Smart Search**: Search entire library
- **Medical Resources**: Swipe screen to view additional resources
- **Elastic Menu**: Touch and slide to activate menus on every page
- **Home**: Displays complete list of downloaded resources
- **Store**: Skyscape online store
- **Skyscape MedBeats**: Updates on new research, clinical trial summaries, journal article abstracts, drug safety, CDC Spotlights
- **Settings**: Skyscape App Settings
  - Install/Delete a resource
  - Check for Updates
- **History**: History and Bookmarks
- **Toggle View**:
  - Icon View
  - List View (Classic)
Navigating a Resource in the Skyscape App

Back
Return to previous screen

Look For
Search the current index

Topics
List of topics available in the current Index

Elastic Menu
Touch and slide to activate menus on every page

Home
Displays complete list of downloaded resources

Index
Choose Index to view a list of available Indices

Smartlink
Choose Smartlink to automatically cross-reference a topic in all of your Skyscape resources simultaneously

Title & Index Name
Tap on the Index Name to view the Title of resource you are in

Index List
Tap on Index to view a list of available Indices

Topic Scroll
Tap a letter to scroll to that portion of the index

About
About the resource

History
History and Bookmarks
Finding Answers Fast in Skyscape

iPhone® & iPod touch®

Drug Interaction Analyzer
• Open SkyscapeRx
• Tap on Index button
• Select Drug Interaction Analyzer
• Search for drugs
• Add a check mark next to the drugs
• Tap GO to see interactions

History & Bookmarks
• Access History from the Elastic Menu
• Add a Bookmark when in a topic
• Access Bookmarks from Elastic Menu

Smartlink
• Automatically links the current topic with related information in another Skyscape resource.

Available Topic Sections
• While viewing a topic Tap on the section name to view a list of Sections for that topic.

See Also (Related Topics)
• Automatically links the current topic with related information in the current Skyscape resource

Need Assistance?
www.skyscape.com/support
Call us at 508-299-3000
We’re available 9:00 am to 5:30 pm (US EST) Monday through Friday.